
 
 
PIONEER MAKES ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CAR EASY WITH 25 NEW CD AND DIGITAL MEDIA RECEIVERS. 
 
Pioneer Europe (September 2nd, 2019) – Today, Pioneer introduce their latest range of in car receivers. 
Designed with driver safety in mind, these new units, aided by the clever Pioneer SmartSync app, allow the 
user to stay entertained with a variety of audio options whilst remaining focussed on the road.  
Pioneer SmartSync gives users the ability to connect a smartphone (wirelessly or via cable) to the receiver 
and conveniently control the sources and settings via voice recognition or the smartphone display. Pioneer 
SmartSync also allows the integration of other useful apps including navigation and audio apps to ensure that 
users have their favourite content right at their fingertips.  
 
With a hierarchy of models there’s a unit to suit any requirement and with features including Bluetooth, 
DAB+, Spotify, smartphone connectivity and more it won’t take long to find a perfect journey partner. 
 

 
 
1-DIN CD Receivers: DEH-S720DAB, DEH-S520BT, DEH-S420BT, DEH-S320BT, DEH-S220UI, DEH-S121UBG, 
DEH-S121UB, DEH-S120UB, DEH-S120UBA, DEH-S120UBB and DEH-S120UBG  
 
 

 
 
2-DIN CD receivers: FH-S820DAB and FH-S720BT 
 
 

 
 
1-DIN multimedia receivers: MVH-S520DAB, MVH-S520BT, MVH-S420DAB, MVH-S420BT, MVH-S320BT, 
MVH-S220DAB, MVH-S120UB, MVH-S120UBA, MVH-S120UBG, MVH-S120UBW, MVH-S120UI and MVH-
S120UIG 
 



 

 

Smartphone Connectivity  

 Pioneer Smart Sync compatibility - This mobile app connects to a wide variety of commonly used 
applications. It lets you easily access all the apps you use on a daily basis without distracting you from 
the road. Pioneer Smart Sync is your one-stop solution for getting the most out of your smartphone: 
you will get to enjoy driving as you've never experienced it. Available for both iPhone (App Store) and 
Android (Google Play). 

 Bluetooth® Wireless Connectivity1 – The new Bluetooth models feature built-in Bluetooth wireless 
connectivity for convenient hands-free calling and music streaming with compatible Bluetooth 
enabled devices. Users are able to pre-register up to 10 smartphones with the receivers, enabling 
hands-free calling and/or music to be streamed from any of the 10 previously paired phones, 
eliminating the need to pair and unpair devices.  

 To maximise the connectivity options and call quality for hands-free communication and wireless 
audio streaming, the new models feature Bluetooth AVRCP 1.5 to provide browsing capability of a 
user’s media library, and HFP 1.6 with wideband speech for clearer overall sound quality, making it 
easier to recognise and understand voices during calls. 

 USB Auto Pairing – iPhone® and Android™ devices can be automatically paired when the smartphone 
is connected via USB to the receiver. 

 iPhone owners have the option to wirelessly search through their playlists, artists, songs, genres, and 
compatible music streaming apps over Bluetooth.  

 USB Connectivity – When connected to an iPhone, portable USB drive, or Android device via the USB 
port, users can use basic controls (Play/Pause/FF/Rev/Random/Repeat) and display of track, artist 
and album information. 

 
Expanded Entertainment Options     

 Spotify®2 – Allows the listener to control content from the Spotify app for iPhone and Android 
devices as a dedicated source on the receiver. Listeners can now play, pause and skip tracks using the 
Pioneer controls, and with a few taps, it is just as easy to browse playlists, albums and radio stations 
on the go. Premium users enjoy ad-free, high quality music and can download music and listen offline 
with no internet connection.  Spotify on the new receivers works over Bluetooth for Android devices 
and iPhones.  

 Pioneer Advanced Remote Control (Pioneer ARC) Application3 – The functionality and user 
experience of the new models are enhanced with the latest version of Pioneer’s ARC app, available 
for both iPhone and Android devices. The Pioneer ARC app utilises the touchscreen of the user’s 
smartphone to display detailed artist and track information, including album art (not available on all 
sources), from various music apps and music sources on phone. Listeners can use the familiar 
smartphone gestures, swipe and tap, to control basic commands such as switching music sources, 
play/pause, skip, and shuffle/repeat. Users are also able to adjust the EQ, Time Alignment and 
network settings for their receiver directly from the app.  

 AOA 2.0 Support for Android (all models) – AOA 2.0 enables Android device owners to play music 
streaming apps and control basic functionality, Play/Pause and Skip Song, using the buttons of the 
receiver.  
 

                                                 
1 Bluetooth functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible 
Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Not compatible 
with MVH-S220DAB, MVH-S120UI, MVH-S120UB/UBA/UBG/UBW, DEH-S220UI, DEH-S120UB/UBA/UBB/UBG. 
2 Not compatible with DEH-S320BT (only comp. via BT for Android), DEH-S220UI (only comp. for iPhone), DEH-S120UB/UBA/UBB/UBG, MVH-S320BT 
(only comp. via BT for Android), MVH-S120UI (only comp. for iPhone), MVH-S120UB/UBA/UBG/UBW. Spotify Premium requires a monthly paid 
subscription. 
3 Android users must have Pioneer’s free Pioneer ARC application already installed on their phones to use the Auto Pairing feature. ARC is compatible 
with MVH-S220DAB, MVH-S120UI, MVH-S120UB/UBA/UBG/UBW (Android only), DEH-S220UI and DEH-S120UB/UBA/UBB/UBG (Android only). 



 

Additional Features  

 Dynamic Bass Enhancer4 – The new feature improves bass frequencies by harnessing the harmonic 
frequencies of bass notes within the music and amplifying them dynamically. This provides the 
listener with a superior bass experience. 

 Customised audio adjustments with 13-band Graphic EQ5 / 31-band Graphic EQ via Pioneer Smart 
Sync app 

 Quick Charge for Android6 – charges 1.5 amp Android devices (CDP 1.5) 

 FLAC file playback7 capability via USB at up to 44kHz/16bit high resolution CD-quality audio playback  
 
Pioneer’s new DEH, FH and MVH receivers will be available from September 2019, at Pioneer authorised car 
audio outlets. For further information on pricing and availability, please contact your local Pioneer outlet, or 
visit http://www.pioneer-car.eu.  
 
Follow us on: 
Twitter at Twitter/PioneerEurope 
Facebook at Facebook/Pioneercar 
YouTube at Youtube/PioneerEurope 
Instagram at Instagram/@Pioneer_Car 
 
 
Read all safety instructions in the product documentation before use. Distracted driving can result in serious injury, or death. Only use a function when it is safe and legal in your location, pay attention 
to the road and your surroundings, and obey all traffic rules. 
 
PIONEER and the PIONEER logo is a registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.  BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark 
of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY is a registered trademark of Spotify AB. ANDROID is a registered trademark of Google Inc. 
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4 Not compatible with MVH-S220DAB, MVH-S120UI, MVH-S120UB/UBA/UBG/UBW, DEH-S220UI and DEH-S120UB/UBA/UBB/UBG. 
5 Not compatible with MVH-S220DAB, MVH-S120UI, MVH-S120UB/UBA/UBG/UBW, DEH-S220UI and DEH-S120UB/UBA/UBB/UBG. 
6 Compatible with MVH-S520DAB, MVH-S520BT, MVH-S420DAB, MVH-S420BT, MVH-S320BT, FH-S820DAB, FH-S720BT, DEH-S720DAB, DEH-S520BT, 
DEH-S420BT, DEH-S320BT and DEH-S220UI. 
7 Not compatible with DEH-S220UI. 
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